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”No question that this Heco is capable of winning many a 
battle in stores. Its efficiency and confident assertiveness, 
the dynamic and vital appearance are qualities with which 
it can score big points. In view of that, many a competitor 
pales in comparison and might disappear immediately 
from the wish list.“
 
”Whether pop, rock, blues or jazz, even classical music, 
the Heco BellaDonna is neither shy nor picky, it does not 
only get along with anything but convincingly delivers it 
as required. It has to be said however that the balancing 
act between finesse and fun factor - or ”bang“ in other 
words – with the BellaDonna is slightly in favor of fun.“
 
”On the other hand, the Heco inspires us with an 
impressive look and, as repeatedly mentioned, its 
powerful capabilities: it delivers up to five or six decibels 
more sound pressure than most other compact speakers 
with the same input power. The BellaDonna likes to step 
on the gas and wakes up immediately, so to say.“
 
“Pop/rock fans will be over the moon! The BellaDonna 
literally jumps at you with its explosive dynamics and 
temperament, sweeps lively through the scores and fills 
the room with lots of fun. Indeed the compact range of 
the mids practically controlled by one driver pays back 
in a thrilling, true and multifaceted voice reproduction, 
what is well demonstrated with Tori Amos’ debut album. 
But also Marla Glen with her enormous presence and 
vocal power is just what this exceptional speaker from 
Pulheim has been waiting for, particularly as the artist’s 
“The Cost Of Freedom” is accompanied with a punchy 
bass, which is just as congenially processed by the 
Heco. No one from the audience will stay on their seat!“
 
”All in all, the characterful Heco is definitely able to oust 
many a floorstanding speaker and possibly even appeals 
to younger people who are financially strong enough to 
afford them and to house them in an attractive ambience. 
Another good news is that this speaker does not even 
need large rooms to unfold its full potential, although it 
is easily able to fill big spaces, too. A speaker bringing 
lots of joy!”

BellaDonna – anything but ordinary
Conclusion:
”A lively and dynamically playing compact speaker, which 
is able to produce a deep and rich bass, gets started 
properly even with low power, offering not only high level 
stability but also audiophile virtues such as a good, slightly 
warm voice reproduction.“


